function both of the direction of flow with respect to the crystal axis within the crystal and of the orientation of the surface, contrary to my former statement. It is also shown that these crystal phenomena no longer offer a basis for the proof that the electrons must move in the crystal along something analogous to fixed channels. * Spectrophotometric methods have recently been applied for the first time to the study of the solar chromosphere and prominences.' It is generally accepted that the line spectra emitted by such vapor is due to the scattering of incident light as fluorescent radiation. An atom situated in a beam of light absorbs a quantum, and the electronic configuration takes up a state of higher energy. The now excited atom after a normal interval of 10-8 second re-emits the quantum in arandom direction. That at any rate appears to be a widespread view of the process. Thus Milne in discussing an atom at the top of the chromosphere writes, "The atom will be exposed to radiation only on the side toward the sun.... On the other hand emissions will be in a random direction, and consequently the recoil momentum acquired will on the average be zero.' 2 And more recently, "for an atom these recoils give zero momentum since emissions are distributed at random in direction."3
We believe this assumption of random distribution of emission to be a mistake. No photometric measurements appear to have been made in the laboratory to compare the intensity of resonance radiation emitted at various angles from the incident beam. And in the absence of evidence the assumption of' random emission would seem at first sight the most natural to make. Nevertheless we think that the interpretation of indirect evidence shows clearly not only that there is a variation with angle, but what is its magnitude.
The practical application of such knowledge is clear. For suppose that we have measured the quantity of radiation emitted within a small solid angle w. Then if the emission is random, that is to say uniform, we shall determine the total light emitted by the vapor by multiplying by 47r/w; but if not, we shall have to take into consideration the angle through which the scattered light has been deflected.
When vapor is illuminated by a beam of ordinary unpolarized light, which is the case which we are considering, the resonance light must of course show an axial symmetry around the beam. But the first evidence of non-uniform emission of resonance radiation seems to have been obtained in 1923 by Wood and Ellett,4 when using a plane polarized beam to excite resonance of the 2536 line of mercury. The direction of observation was at right angles to the incident beam; and when the electric vector of the incident beam was in this direction the intensity of resonance light N was found to be "very feeble" com-I pared with that when the magnetic I vector was in this direction. Thus the distribution of the resonance light was similar to the intensity expected from a linear oscillator set in vibration WE by the incident light; and further work5 on the 2536 line has shown that the state of polarization of the resonance light is always that predicted from atomic oscillators, a result which can now be understood from the quantum mechanics.
In this experiment of Wood and G Ellett the distribution of the re-emitted FIGURE 1 quanta was clearly not at random, and it remains to be shown that neither for an ordinary unpolarized beam will the distribution be random. Consider a beam of plane-polarized light directed perpendicular to the plane of the paper with its electric vector in the N-S line ( Fig. 1 ). We will distinguish six directions, N, S, E, W, "backwards" toward the source, i.e., up from the paper, and "forwards," i.e., down through the paper. The atomic oscillators (represented in figure 1 by an arrow) will vibrate in the N-S line, and the intensity emitted in the backwards or forwards direction is equal to that emitted east or west. Now let the plane of polarization of the incident light suffer a continual rapid rotation (e.g., by rotating a nicol prism); the arrow in figure 1 rotates. The intensity emitted in the backwards and forwards direction is unchanged, but that emitted east and west is halved. In fact, the intensity anywhere in the plane of the VOL. 14, 1928 .47 paper is one-half that emitted in the backwards or forwards direction. This would also be the distribution of intensity for stimulation by unpolarized light. For if the rotating incident beam, considered above, had been elliptically instead of plane polarized, the result would have been the same; and ordinary unpolarized light is merely elliptically polarized light whose component vectors suffer arbitrary changes of phase, and this will make no difference to the intensities. The intensity at any angle 4 from the incident beam, being proportional to the square of the amplitudes, varies as (1 + cos24). Thus we reach the conclusion that when atoms have been excited by unpolarized radiation, the quanta are not re-emitted at random, but the direction depends on the direction from which the original quanta came, except in cases where we happen to have "naturliche Anregung." In the case of lines such as 2536, which have a simple Zeeman effect, the probability of a quantum being re-emitted at 900 is half the probability of its being re-emitted near the forward or backward direction. In more complicated cases the distribution can be calculated from Heisenberg's principle,6 which has now been derived by Oppenheimer6 from the quantum mechanics.
This intimate connection between the state of polarization and the angular distribution is well known in the sphere of x-rays; for the angular variation of intensity provides the only means available for measuring the state of polarization. The factor (1 + cos2,O) of course occurs both in the classical formula for the scattering of x-rays given by J. J. Thomson, 7 and in the formula for molecular scattering in the visible region given long ago by Lord Rayleigh.8 Both these formulas deal with the scattering in a continuous spectrum where we are not concerned with frequencies characteristic of the atom nor with atomic processes connected with these such as excitation. Here both theory and experiment show the similarity of the phenomena of scattering in the visible region with that of x-rays.9 But for frequencies characteristic of the atom there is a marked contrast. For the recent measurements of A. H. Compton10 have shown that "characteristic" fluorescent x-radiation is completely unpolarized within 0.5 per cent, in contrast to the x-ray continuous spectrum. But in optical resonance, as we have seen, the laws as to polarization and angular distribution approach and even coincide with those for ordinary Rayleigh scattering.
As an illustration we will apply the angular distribution of resonance radiation to the case of a planetary nebula illuminated by a central star. But if part of the light from the shell is resonance radiation, the calculation based on self-luminosity will require modification. For the resonance light emitted toward the earth from near the center of the disk has been scattered at A through a small angle, and at B through about 1800. But for the light from points C and D on the peripheral ring the value of cos24 is nearly zero, so that the calculated intensity would require correction.
The same argument will apply to the models in the form of a homogeneous oblate spheroidal shell of vapor. But in this case there will be a greater variation due to the inverse-square decrease in the intensity of the exciting light with ToEARth the distance from the central star, which does not seem to have been taken into account by Curtis._ Around the major axis where the B shell is, say, twice as distant from the central star the intensity of the incident light will be one quarter, and hence the intensity FIGURE 2 of the scattered light will be one quarter of that calculated for self-luminous vapor of uniform density. One of the principal features described by Curtis was, in fact, that 26 planetary nebulae all showed to a greater or less degree a marked diminution in intensity along and at the end of the major axis of the projected ellipse. This variation of intensity cdearly applies not only to true resonance radiation but to the entire emission, which consists of radiation deviated from the energy-stream received from the central star, and is far more important than the correction described in the preceding paragraph, which is likely to be small, since recent theories12 regard the spectrum as chiefly stimulated through indirect processes.
In the example above the distance from the central star was taken as so great that the latter might be regarded as a point source of light, giing to each portion of the shell of vapor a particular value of 4. For cases where this cannot be done, as for vapor in the solar chromosphere, we should have to integrate over the solid angle, taking into account the law of darkening toward the limb. The calculations of radiation-pressure in which Milne assumed random direction for the re-emission and recoil are, of course, unaffected by these considerations, since for his purpose it was not necessary that the recoils should be random but only symmetrical.
The Resonance Process.-If vapor is illuminated by light which contains only frequencies sufficient to raise the atom to the first level of excitation, then the whole of the re-emitted light will be monochromatic and of the same frequency as that absorbed. But if the incident light contains wavelengths capable of raising the atom to a higher state of excitation, the atom can return to normal by several quantum transitions, emitting spectral lines of frequencies different from those absorbed. (Thus in 1915 the present Lord Rayleigh used the ultra-violet line 3303 to excite fluorescence of the D-lines of sodium.'3) And the question arises: Will the light in one or all of these spectral lines show polarization as in the case of simple monochromatic resonance? And will the angular distribution of intensity depend on the direction from which the original quanta came quanta which in this case were of different frequency from those now being emitted?
This problem is of interest because there is a divergence between classical and various forms of quantum theory. Classically an atom, after stimulation or during stimulation by incident light, may emit light of various frequencies in the form of harmonics, the emission of the different frequencies taking place simultaneously. In the quantum theory, on the other hand, the emissions are usually regarded as successive, due to successive quantum transitions. Suppose now that in a resonance experiment we use light of sufficiently high frequency to raise the atom to a high level of excitation, and suppose that we can produce a rotation of the plane of polarization of the re-emitted light by means of a magnetic field, as done by Hanle;5 if the various quantum transitions really are successive, one following the other, we might perhaps expect the spectral line corresponding to the second quantum jump to take up the angle of polarization to which the first had been rotated, and to continue the rotation from where the first had left off.
In conclusion it may be pointed out that the direction of emission of quanta by atoms which have been excited by electron impact would seem to bear a relation to the direction from which the electrons came. For it was found by Ellett 
